Remove deprecated isLocalconfWritable function from ExtensionManagementUtility

Description
Remove deprecated isLocalconfWritable function from ExtensionManagementUtility

Associated revisions
Revision e3f1a335 - 2014-09-23 17:22 - Wouter Wolters

[!!!][TASK] Remove deprecated isLocalconfWritable function

Resolves: #61802
Releases: master
Change-id: lla0b8a546b33b2c919987e12f684c356a9dfdf67
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/32927
Reviewed-by: Markus Klein <klein.t3@reelworx.at>
Tested-by: Markus Klein <klein.t3@reelworx.at>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>

History
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/32927

#2 - 2014-09-23 11:58 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/32927

#3 - 2014-09-23 12:28 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/32927

#4 - 2014-09-23 17:30 - Wouter Wolters
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset e3f1a3356d67d8c7be61949fda5a0a50af601b3.

#5 - 2018-10-02 11:50 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed